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“The cure for anything is salt water: sweat, tears or the sea.”

Karen Blixen
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EMOCEAN: OUR STORY

The story of MM Cosmetica is one of love and 
passion.  It is 2014 when the expert in cosme-
tics Mario Bonavia and Mara Calesso, SPA 
Manager and professional trainer, meet and 
soon realize that of cosmetics is a highly un-
developed sector with huge and yet untapped 
potential: the beauty lines on the market are 
unsuitable for responding to the needs of Pro-
fessional Beauticians when it comes to efficacy 
and innovation standards. They then come to 
the decision of investing in the research of 
first-rate active ingredients on a global scale, 
focusing on those made available by the ma-
rine ecosystem, identifying, and selecting the 
finest molecules and peptides to mix them with 
the most exclusive ingredients. It takes 4 ye-
ars of constant research but then EMOCEAN 
“emerges from sea” as the world’s most uni-
que bio-marine cosmetic line ever. Challenge 
accomplished: MM Cosmetica and its unpre-
cedented lines of professional cosmetics have 
turned the ordinary into extraordinary.
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COSMETOLOGY IS
OUR UNIVERSE OUR UNIVERSE 
OUR PASSION OUR PASSION 

OUR JOB OUR JOB 
OUR MISSIONOUR MISSION



MM Cosmetica is a company made of pe-
ople that believes in people.  So, it is no 

surprise that behind the scenes of 
EMOCEAN is a team of skillful and unri-
valed professionals, chemists and experts 
working under close supervision of Mara 
Calesso in our MM Laboratories, the ultima-
te frontier of technology and research in the 
field of Cosmetics. Mara has immediately 
proved to perfectly fit in her role of super-
visor: only an experienced SPA Manager 
who actively worked in this field and per-
formed thousands of professional cosmetic 
treatments, knows what her beautician col-
leagues really need. So, she jumped into 
this ambitious project, working side by side 
with the most competent scientists to crea-
te this extraordinary and unparalleled co-
smetic line. Today, that of MM Cosmetica 
is a young and highly dynamic business 
environment, which has been registering 
impressive growth rates over the last few 
years. It is a company is built on passion 
and dedication as well as on strong ethical 

choices, this being the core of all 
EMOCEAN products.

ABOUT US
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EMOCEAN, the name of our Brand is the com-
bination of two words: Emotion, the essence of 
our souls when touched by beauty. The Greek 
root of the word Aesthetic refers to the “percep-
tion of feelings”, which is in strong connection 
with Emotions. Ocean, the Large Sea, represen-
ts the power of nature at its fullest, which provi-
des us with the purest and finest biocompatible 
and unique ingredients. Here in EMOCEAN 
nothing is left to chance, least of all our logo, 
which is intended to convey the strong relation-
ship between the marine environment and our 
products: a blue line out of space and time sym-
bolizing the horizon of the sea and everything 
it brings along.

BRAND
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Life on earth probably began in the depths of 
the sea; therefore, our DNA still preserves some 
really significant biological information which 
can be summarized in: “If it comes from the 
sea, it must be good!”  Our body recognizes 
the marine element as a friendly one and na-
turally assimilates it while “downloading” the 
complete set of biochemical data needed to 
deal with any weakness in our body, effecti-
vely. Whatever originates in the sea comes to 
us in a cleaner and more concentrated form, its 
eco-friendliness promoting an extremely power-
ful response in our body.  Additionally, the 
scientific community believes that the sea still 
conceals most of the algae and microorganisms 
populating its depths. In such a scenario, it has 
become patent that bio-marine-based cosmetics 
are the only products still having unlimited R&D 
opportunities and increasing efficacy margins. 
All this, never failing to respect our body and 
the environment we are immersed in. 
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